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No Peeking Anymore!

No peeking devices and playing
card designs discussed.
No Peek
Tech Art
Tech Art II

The Devices
NoPeek 21 – Laughlin, Nevada

Illuminating Blackjack Security, Speed, & Accuracy!
Our Blackjack playing card reader makes gaming quicker and easier than ever!
There are NO buttons to push or annoying mirrors to squint at.
Complete elimination of "DISAPPOINTMENT" Blackjack.
The dealer doesn't peak at the hole card or wait until the enof the game to determine a 21 hand.
ALL card companies carry the No Peek 21 card. (Jumbo size too!)

Tech Art – Las Vegas, Nevada

Tech Art MAXTime ®
Tech Art introduced this revolutionary patented device to the game of 21 in 1990 as a response to the
"No Peek" rule adopted by most casinos in order to prevent dealer tells and signaling.
MAXTime® is virtually foolproof, 100 percent accurate, has no moving parts, needs no power source
and allows the dealer to determine whether or not the value of the hole card produces blackjack.
Competing products require a power source, have statistically significant occurrences of malfunction
and misreads and involve significant down time for repair. MAXTime® outperforms the competition in
terms of simplicity, efficiency, durability, accuracy and cost.

The Cards
There are 3 styles of cards made for the No Peeking Devices and the cards are made in standard or jumbo
Index. The 3 styles are No Peek, TechArt and TechArt II. The cards are easily identifiable once you know what
to look for. I did find one variant of the TechArt card design that was made for Casino Windsor.

No Peek

No Peek Standard
The No Peek cards are easily noticed because of
their hexagon shaped black markings in the top left
corner of the Ace and the top right corner of the face
card.

No Peek Jumbo
No Peek Jumbo cards have the same hexagon
markings as the standard cards.

TechArt

TechArt Standard
The TechArt card is easily spotted with 4 pips for the
Ace and the pip on the top right corner is higher than
the pip on the top left corner. Face cards usually
have a pip at a 90 degree angle above the regular
pip.

TechArt Variant (Casino Windsor)
The TechArt card is easily spotted with 4 pips for the
Ace and the pip on the top right corner is higher than
the pip on the top left corner. The face card has a
logo above the pip instead of the extra pip at a 90
degree angle.

TechArt Jumbo
The TechArt jumbo card is easily spotted with 4 pips
for the Ace and the pip on the top right corner is
higher than the pip on the top left corner. You would
not be able to tell the difference between a TechArt
jumbo face card and a TechArtII face card.

TechArt II

TechArt II Standard
The TechArt II card is easily spotted with a logo or
design on the top right hand corner of the Ace. The
face cards have no additional markings.

TechArt II Jumbo
The TechArt II card is easily spotted with a logo or
design on the top right hand corner of the Ace. The
face cards have no additional markings.

My personal testimonial....

OpenOffice 1.1.1 is used to design this newsletter. OpenOffice.org offers
free Office Suite Software that can compete with Microsoft products. All
OpenOffice products can open Microsoft Office files. OpenOffice.org is a
volunteer community of software developers determined to offer the best
Office Suite software availble. Available for Windows, Linux, MacOSX.
OpenOffice 1.1.1 is available for FREE at www.openoffice.org
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